BOEHLER | Sense made transition of freshman year

Boehler's consistent play during her career has helped anchor one of the most consistently ranked teams in Truman State University history. Boehler played with the backcourt duo of freshmen Rachel and Kevin Chovan also an essential part of the Bulldogs secondary defense.

"We look to get everybody to play, but we also have a whole lot of depth," Chovan said. "I believe this team has played extremely well up to this point and we are ready for bigger and better as this conference season starts.

A late season injury left Boehler out of the state tournament, which is something that had to be handled by the end of the season to make our team better and we're going to be stronger by the end of the year," Chovan said.

Injuries and illnesses have been a constant topic of conversation for Boehler and her teammates this season. Boehler said, "It'll be scary."